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Optogenetic methodology enables direct targeting of specific neural circuit elements for inhibition
or excitation while spanning timescales from the acute (milliseconds) to the chronic (many days or
more). Although the impact of this temporal versatility and cellular specificity has been greater for
basic science than clinical research, it is natural to ask whether the dynamic patterns of neural circuit activity discovered to be causal in adaptive or maladaptive behaviors could become targets for
treatment of neuropsychiatric diseases. Here, we consider the landscape of ideas related to therapeutic targeting of circuit dynamics. Specifically, we highlight optical, ultrasonic, and magnetic
concepts for the targeted control of neural activity, preclinical/clinical discovery opportunities,
and recently reported optogenetically guided clinical outcomes.

Introduction
Over the past half-century, electrical, genetic, and pharmacological interventions have been developed and applied to obtain
causal insights into the functional significance of nervous system
activity. Discoveries ranging from the delineation of critical periods in the developing brain to the characterization of perceptual
and memory processes in the adult brain have emerged from
studies using these diverse interventions as basic neuroscience
tools in laboratory animals. Meanwhile in the clinical realm, pharmacological interventions for neuropsychiatric disease states
have greatly increased in number over the same time period
(though actual therapeutic impact and conceptual insight have
not kept pace with the proliferation in medication options).
Recent years have also witnessed the emergence of new electrical interventions in the clinical setting—supplementing the small
toolkit that was long largely limited to electroconvulsive therapy
(ECT) and used to treat certain psychiatric diseases such as
major depression by eliciting brainwide seizure activity. Newer
electromagnetic therapies such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS, currently approved for psychiatric clinical use in
major depression) and deep brain stimulation (DBS, currently
approved for Parkinson’s disease and other neurological conditions) are targeted more focally (Figures 1A and 1B) than ECT but
thus far tend to be less consistently effective in psychiatric
disease.
With these newer electromagnetic stimulation modalities, one
brain region is targeted. For example, currently approved use of
TMS for depression involves repetitive focal stimulation of left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex with parameters chosen to have
the best chance of increasing activity in this directly targeted region, and DBS for Parkinson’s disease involves high-frequency
current pulses typically delivered to the subthalamic nucleus
(STN) with the goal of decreasing activity in the directly targeted
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region. In contrast, what properties might define a circuit target or, more precisely, a cell-type-resolved circuit-dynamical
target? Among the intriguing possibilities, one could imagine
temporally precise tuning of the activity of a brain cell population,
defined by cell body origin and axonal termination target, to
resolve the most debilitating symptom domain of a patient’s affective disorder. Another example might involve detecting in real
time pathological shifts in activity balance between cell types or
among several brain-spanning circuits, followed by appropriate
cell-type-specific compensation to terminate the incipient pathological state. In laboratory animal subjects, such cellular-level
control over local and global neural circuit activity dynamics is
now commonplace; indeed, over the last 10 years, the development of genetically encoded optical tools (Figure 1C) has led to
many examples in which such population-level fast-circuit
dynamical processes have been identified and shown to underlie
physiological and disease-related behavior (Deisseroth, 2015).
While these cell-type- and circuit-element-specific observational and interventional tools have illuminated clinical questions
in animal models of disease, direct therapeutic application of
these optical methods to the human brain has not yet occurred.
Such direct translation would require gene delivery to targeted
human brain cells to produce light-responsive proteins, as well
as light delivery deep into opaque and photon-scattering human
brain tissue. Candidate non-optical targeted modalities (Figure 1D; using magnetic, radio-frequency, or ultrasonic energy)
similarly would require gene delivery and might support depth
penetration of control for direct clinical applications as with
optical methods though typically at the expense of spatial or
temporal precision. Shared features unify this broad field; for
example, engineering challenges are common to all approaches,
since energy delivery of any kind (in electrical, optical, or other
forms) will require hardware-based brain interfaces designed

Figure 1. Established and Proposed Technologies for Targeting Specified Regions and Circuits
(A) Extracellular stimulation of neurons with electrical current provides regional targeting capability but without neuron-type specificity; capacitance currents are
elicited that lead to membrane depolarization, opening of native voltage-gated sodium channels, and further depolarization of the membrane with spike firing.
(B) Stimulation of neurons through application of a transcranial magnetic field provides regional specificity but without precise depth targeting or cell-type
specificity. Rapidly changing magnetic fields (dB/dt) induce electrical currents in tissue, causing spike firing as in (A).
(C) Optical stimulation or inhibition of neurons expressing light-sensitive excitatory cation channels (for example, the channelrhodopsin ChR2) or inhibitory pumps
(for example, the halorhodopsin NpHR) can be achieved in a cell-type-specific manner (here depicted by NpHR expressed in the orange cell and ChR2 in the blue
cell); thin fiber-optic interfaces provide versatile depth focusing for intersectional light-and-gene-targeting strategies (as with optical targeting of opsinexpressing cells by virtue of their axonal projection pattern in projection targeting).
(D) Diverse additional proposed strategies for specific neural circuit element control. (Left) Magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) can transduce magnetic/radiofrequency
fields into thermal energy capable of opening heat-sensitive (TRPV1) depolarizing channels; these can be expressed in a cell-type-specific manner (here depicted
as the green neuron; Chen et al., 2015). External magnetic fields have also been proposed to be transduced by paramagnetic ferritin in neuronal control applications if the ferritin is tethered (either directly or indirectly) to TRPV4 (Wheeler et al., 2016) or TRPV1 (Stanley et al., 2016); the TRPV channels have been

(legend continued on next page)
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to be minimally invasive, biocompatible, stable over chronic clinical timescales, cost effective, and energy efficient. We note that,
in contrast, chemogenetic approaches, which may be quite clinically relevant (Urban and Roth, 2015), deliver the actuation
signal to targeted cell types through parenteral chemical delivery
rather than through pulsed energy delivery; these methods thus
obviate the need for an energy-delivery interface, although in doing so sacrifice the temporal and spatial resolution of circuit targeting afforded by (for example) optogenetic fiber-optic neural
interfaces. Regardless of modality, therapeutic control of neural
activity may be best realized in closed-loop configurations,
wherein observations of endogenous activity can be used to
inform interventional activity manipulations in real time (Grosenick et al., 2015). Such challenges are currently driving interdisciplinary innovation in both device-hardware engineering and
computational approaches.
Framed by these active clinical and preclinical scientific
challenges, here we consider the present state and future possibilities of targeting circuits. Setting the stage for such considerations, simply defined locations in the brain currently already
serve as clinical targets for electrical intervention, though the
precise targeting of cellular-resolution brain circuit dynamics
can be routinely only carried out in animals and with optical
methods. We will not address here the potential ethical considerations surrounding genetic delivery of precise behavioral
modification tools to the human brain, but we do note that optogenetically guided circuit therapies have already made a clinical
impact. Indeed, a key emerging theme is that approaches
conceptually combining the novel and the traditional (e.g., optogenetically guided interventions that are purely electromagnetic
or electromagnetic/pharmacological) may be especially powerful. We highlight ongoing opportunities and challenges relating
to the development of such integrated formulations for clinical
or basic science application and in central or peripheral nervous
systems.
Optical Control: Opsins, Hardware, and Software for
Large Brain Volumes
In the first section of this Perspective, we will review technical
advances that build our capacity to manipulate circuits, beginning with an overview of optogenetics. This methodology leverages light-responsive ion-conducting proteins derived from
microbes that, when expressed in neurons, can elicit lightdependent activation or inhibition. These optically activated
conductance regulators, such as halorhodopsin (HR), channelrhodopsin (ChR), bacteriorhodopsin (BR), and their many variants, have been developed into a diverse palette of tools for
single-component and precisely timed control of targeted cell

populations in freely moving animals (Deisseroth, 2015; Figure 1C). Recent developments in opsin engineering are particularly relevant to large-brained animal subjects in general and
potentially to human and non-human primates. For example,
the development of excitatory ChR derivatives that flux cations
in response to longer-wavelength red light (redshifted variants
include VChR1, C1V1, ReaChR, Chrimson, and bReaChES;
Zhang et al., 2008; Yizhar et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2013; Klapoetke
et al., 2014; Grosenick et al., 2015; Rajasethupathy et al., 2015)
extends optical stimulation to moderately greater depths in large
brains compared to the initially identified blue-responsive ChRs,
due to reduced scattering of red-shifted light (Yizhar et al., 2011).
Far more extensive volume recruitment may be obtained by
increasing operational light sensitivity (Mattis et al., 2012) via
prolonging the opsin deactivation time (Berndt et al., 2009; Bamann et al., 2010; Yizhar et al., 2011); among other applications,
this step-function opsin (SFO) class of excitatory channelrhodopsin confers orders of magnitude greater light sensitivity at
the cellular level and has recently been found useful for studying
brain-wide circuit-dynamical underpinnings of anhedonia and
abnormal social behavior in rodents (Ferenczi et al., 2016; Yizhar
et al., 2011). While extended volume recruitment is not as significant for the fast red-activated ChRs, a greater utility of the red
opsins may be for enhanced compatibility with optical readouts
such as blue-light-activated genetically encoded Ca2+ indicators
(Akerboom et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013b; Deisseroth and
Schnitzer, 2013; Inoue et al., 2015; Emiliani et al., 2015).
For example, certain all-optical combinations (Rajasethupathy
et al., 2015; Grosenick et al., 2015; Packer et al., 2015; Rickgauer
et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2016) may be useful for closed-loop configurations in basic or clinically inspired applications, wherein
observed neural activity is fed back to modify manipulations of
neural activity in real time (reviewed in Grosenick et al., 2015).
A major challenge for real-time circuit-dynamical intervention
in large-brained organisms has been achieving inhibition over
wide brain areas. For many years, the only microbial opsins suitable for inhibition were pumps (HR and BR derivatives) rather
than channels, which while broadly useful in laboratory animals
tend to be less operationally light sensitive than channels
because only one ion is transported per photon by pumping
(instead of the hundreds that can be moved across the membrane by channel mechanisms; reviewed in Deisseroth, 2015).
Moreover, pumps cannot be converted into the SFO form to
achieve the highest levels of operational light sensitivity (Mattis
et al., 2012). However, single-component inhibitory channels
have at last been engineered and discovered over the past 2
years, beginning with the structure-guided development of
light-sensitive chloride channels (Berndt et al., 2014; Wietek

suggested to then open via thermal, mechanical, or other means and may thus implement excitation (if cation selective; Stanley et al., 2016; Wheeler et al., 2016)
or inhibition (if chloride selective; Stanley et al., 2016). Plausibility of a magnetic mechanism has recently been challenged (Meister, 2016). (Middle) Ultrasonic
activation of neurons through application of low-pressure ultrasound waves that may be transduced by gas-filled microbubbles (blue) into mechanical energy
sufficient to open mechanosensitive (TRP-4) channels, which might also be expressed in a cell-type specific manner (here depicted as the purple neuron) (Ibsen
et al., 2015). (Right) Application of magnetic fields has been proposed to open magnetically sensitive channels (MagR), allowing the influx of Ca2+ with the
potential for cell-type-specific activation (here depicted as the pink neuron), as described in the text; plausibility of this magnetic mechanism has also been
questioned (Meister, 2016). Generalizable AAV-based cell-type targeting strategies developed for optogenetics might also be used to target these energytransducing membrane proteins (TRPV1/4, TRP-4, MagR), although it is not clear that these energy modalities themselves can be focused locally deep within the
brain to provide the intersectional targeting based on genetic and circuit-anatomy cellular identity crucial in (for example) optogenetic targeting of neurons
defined by their output (axonal projections).
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et al., 2014), which were made significantly more potent, light
sensitive, and functional for behavioral control with further
engineering, including introduction of SFO (Berndt et al., 2009)
mutations (Berndt et al., 2014, 2015). This initial discovery was
followed by identification of naturally occurring chloride channels (Govorunova et al., 2015) that share ion-conduction
pathway and selectivity properties with the engineered chloride
channels (Berndt and Deisseroth, 2015; Berndt et al., 2015)
and, separately, by the engineering of a light-activated potassium channel, also inhibitory in neural systems (Cosentino
et al., 2015). In the latter study, the authors fused a small viral potassium channel to the photosensitive LOV2-Ja domain of the
plant blue-light receptor, with several additional modifications
to reduce dark activity; the resulting (though very slow) singlecomponent hyperpolarizing tool (BLINK1) was capable of modulating behavior in transparent zebrafish larvae. Although together
these studies show promise for basic science, it remains to be
demonstrated that the light sensitivity of these inhibitory channels will functionally suffice for behavioral control in primate
brains.
An independent strategy to improve recruitment of cells deep
within large volumes (and enable new kinds of cell-type targeting) has been the development of specialized optical hardware
to bypass or overcome scattering, building on the basic initial
design of the laser diode-coupled fiber-optic for delivering light
to deep-brain structures in freely moving mammals (Aravanis
et al., 2007; Adamantidis et al., 2007). Many fibers can be employed if needed even in freely moving animals (Kim et al.,
2016), and the thin, flexible structure of the now widely used fiber-optic interface (two to three times smaller in diameter than
1.4 mm clinical DBS electrodes) plays several useful and
clinically relevant roles. For instance, these fiber-optic interfaces
allow targeting of cells for control of behavior by virtue of
projection anatomy alone (Gradinaru et al., 2009; Tye et al.,
2011) with no genetic information per se (a crucial capability
for genetically less-tractable animals, including human and
nonhuman primates); this widely-used ‘‘projection targeting’’ effect is achieved with adeno-associated virus (AAV)-based focal
expression of an opsin with good axonal-trafficking properties
in one brain region, followed by fiber-optic-based light delivery
to another brain region wherein the only light-sensitive elements
represent axons of cells residing in the first brain region with projections to the fiber-optic-targeted region; reviewed in Deisseroth (2014). Additionally, these fiber-optic interfaces enable not
only delivery, but also collection of light from deep-brain populations and projections during behavior for activity-guided and
closed-loop control (Gunaydin et al., 2014; Grosenick et al.,
2015; Lerner et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2016; Zalocusky et al.,
2016) while also separating from the tissue the major heat-generating elements of the device, thus avoiding local damage as well
as direct nonspecific excitation of the neural tissue. These features of fiber-optic light interfaces (especially the precisely localized deep delivery and collection of activity information, not
feasible with other energy modalities such as magnetic or ultrasonic) are so critical that investigators in the basic science realm
for the most part avoid non-invasive energy delivery even if available; the presence of the fiber-optic interface itself is of fundamental utility.

Direct implantation of LEDs for light delivery carries a risk of
local heating (except when opsins such as SFOs are used that
are bistable or extremely light sensitive). However, new LED engineering may offer other capabilities (Montgomery et al., 2015).
For example, ultrathin (50 3 50 3 6 mm) inorganic gallium nitride
LEDs can be directly injected into the brain and controlled
remotely by a wireless receiver mounted above the skull (0.7 g;
Jeong et al., 2015). This approach provides neural control with
minimal hindrance to the subject, as well as the potential for substantial scaling up. In addition to the miniaturized nature of this
device, other advantages stem from the fact that the LED strips
can be printed in many different configurations, enabling tailoring
of dimensions to the target brain area. Though implanted LEDs
by themselves (unlike the fiber-optic interface) cannot deliver
feedback information regarding local neural activity, other kinds
of flexibility may be enabled. For example, LED strips can be
bound to microfluidic channels that can simultaneously release
pharmacologic agents on demand, or flexible devices that can
detect or actuate electrical, mechanical, or thermal information
simultaneously might be incorporated (Canales et al., 2015).
Beyond Optical Control: Diverse Energy Modalities
While existing optical methods are well suited for use in animal
subjects, clinical application of optical control and readout
methods will be limited by the size and scattering-related opacity
of the human brain. Therefore, guided by the core single-component principle of optogenetics (targeting an energy receptor/
actuator protein for temporally precise cell-type-specific control), non-optical methods for modulating neural activity are being explored. For instance, cell-type-targeted control of neural
activity might be accomplished by transducing a magnetic signal
into electrical activity using targeted receptors analogous to microbial opsins. Such an approach would leverage the fact that
magnetic fields can penetrate more deeply than light into tissue
(though likely without the focal depth delivery desired for spatial
or projection targeting). One approach has proposed use of a
genetically encoded paramagnetic protein ferritin either fused
directly to TRPV4 channels or tethered indirectly to TRPV1 channels (giving rise to a large genetic payload that could be packaged into lentivirus in wild-type Ca2+-conducting or mutant
Cl -conducting forms) reported to transduce magnetic energy
into thermal and/or mechanical energy sufficient to open the
channels. The resulting Ca2+ or Cl entry (Figure 1D) was reported to suffice for neuronal activation or inhibition, respectively, in vitro and in vivo (Wheeler et al., 2016; Stanley et al.,
2015, 2016). This approach (while novel) has been challenged
regarding quantitative plausibility of the proposed mechanism
(Meister, 2016), and independent of mechanism, it also appears
limited by several factors, including potential side effects of confounding signals from the natural biological activity of TRPV
channels (since they are known to be activated by endogenous
stimuli ranging from temperature and pH to stress and the endocannabinoid system), tissue heating, activation/deactivation kinetics that are many times slower than temporal dynamics of
native neural activity signals, and lack of spatial depth targetability of stimulation energy (which is important for projection targeting and other forms of intersectional specificity, as described
above).
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Another study (Chen et al., 2015) proposed that injection of
iron oxide nanoparticles (22 nm in diameter) with efficient heat
dissipation could provide depth targeting of thermal energy
(Huang et al., 2010) via potent transduction of magnetic energy
into thermal energy sufficient to activate TRPV1 channels on
neurons and could achieve Ca2+ entry on the timescale of
seconds (Chen et al., 2015; Figure 1D). Though this approach relinquishes single componency (requiring both gene and nanoparticle introduction), investigators were able to show reliable
magnetic-field-induced spiking of neurons (<1 Hz) in primary
hippocampal neurons as well as in deep brain tissue. CNS neurons remained responsive for up to a month after iron oxide particle injection, though limited dispersion of the particles from the
deep site of injection remained an issue. The investigators also
developed a field stimulus protocol that allowed cyclical heating
(reaching TRPV1 channel opening thresholds) and cooling (back
to 37 degrees) in vivo within a single stimulus pulse (5 s) to avoid
prolonged exposure to noxious heat. While this step is noteworthy, 5 s is still extremely slow on the neuronal signaling timescale, and the extent to which even this step would be feasible
clinically is unclear.
Challenges for the future thus include increasing temporal precision (into the millisecond domain, perhaps via nanoparticles
with greater specific power), reducing temperature requirements
by engineering channels with lower activation thresholds while
ensuring lack of activity at rest, and crucially increasing the
dispersion of nanoparticles within tissue. A related line of
research has explored the use of naturally occurring bacterial
magnetoreceptors to transduce magnetic signals into local
genetically targetable neural modulation (Long et al., 2015; Qin
et al., 2016; Figure 1D); these responses have potential utility
relevant to the twin challenges of tissue heating and limited
nanoparticle dispersion discussed above but nevertheless will
need to be reproduced and extended, remain considerably
slower than optogenetic responses, and also have been challenged regarding physical plausibility (Meister, 2016). Moreover,
a magnetic apparatus remains to be developed that is compatible with free mammalian behavior and depth-targeted
energy delivery for projectional/intersectional targeting, as with
optogenetics.
Finally, a clinically inspired approach has built upon transcranial pulsed ultrasound to enable non-invasive and potentially
localized stimulation of modified neurons (although not yet in a
genetically targeted manner), presumably operating through
activation of mechanosensitive channels and involving cavitation
forces (Figure 1D). Using this modality, a series of studies has
demonstrated ultrasound-mediated stimulation of neural activity
sufficient to elicit action potentials and synaptic transmission
in vitro (Khraiche et al., 2008, Tyler et al., 2008, Menz et al.,
2013) and in vivo in mice (motor cortex: Tufail et al., 2010, King
et al., 2013; hippocampus: Tufail et al., 2010), without significant
elevation in brain temperature (<0.01 C). Average response latencies (50–150 ms), while better than with the magnetogenetic
approaches, remain considerably slower than with typical optogenetic experiments (<5 ms). These approaches also exhibit
limited spatial resolution (spanning several cubic millimeters),
though this parameter could be improved with higher ultrasound
frequencies (at the cost of impaired skull penetration) or through
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sculpting of the ultrasound beam and use of multiple transducers
for further focusing.
Recent attempts to translate these findings to humans have
led to demonstrated use of focused ultrasound to modulate
the activity of human primary somatosensory cortex, with associated shifts in sensory discrimination (Legon et al., 2014, Lee
et al., 2015). A useful feature of ultrasonic modulation is ready
compatibility with existing MRI methods, potentially enhancing
diagnostic and therapeutic circuit targeting. Indirect means for
genetic targeting may be possible in a limited sense—for
example, by titrating stimulus properties so that cell populations
expressing higher levels of mechanosensitivity preferentially
respond. Direct genetic targeting is also theoretically possible
via overexpression of mechanosensitive channels as deep-tissue energy receptors, analogous to optogenetic approaches.
Indeed, an attempt to transduce sound waves into genetically
targeted neuronal activation has recently been reported (Ibsen
et al., 2015), with similar caveats to the putative magnetogenetic
approaches but representing another energy modality that
could find relevance in the research or clinical setting (Figure 1D).
While much remains to be understood about the mechanisms
and optimal stimulation parameters of ultrasound-mediated
brain stimulation, progress in this area (Yoo et al., 2011, King
et al., 2013, Moore et al., 2015) suggests that ultrasound
(whether targeted or not) may become a useful modality of neural
stimulation.
Neuropsychiatric Diseases with Potential CircuitDynamical Targets
When considering interventional therapeutics that extend
beyond simply targeting a brain region, a key initial step will be
identifying the most causally relevant circuit dynamical property
to target for a specific symptom. In general, such information is
simply not known for neuropsychiatric disease states, though
testable ideas abound. These possibilities include acute alteration of the dynamic traffic along specific long-range projections, modifying the connection strength between specific brain
regions, modulation of cellular excitation/inhibition balance or
coherence in activity oscillations between brain regions, and
recruitment or suppression of brain-wide activity correlations
such as specific resting state or task-associated networks.
Given the ubiquity of the unknowns, however, the most immediate clinical relevance of circuit-dynamics interrogation technology remains foundational identification of causal principles in
animal models. Here, we highlight a few recent specific examples of diseases in which related circuit-targeting progress has
been made and in which circuit-dynamical ideas are influencing
the design and delivery of effective brain stimulation protocols.
Lesion or other targeting of the STN can offer temporary therapeutic benefit for a subset of Parkinsonian symptoms in some
patients. Point sources for intervention, such as electrodes for
DBS (Whitmer et al., 2012) or fiber-optics for optogenetic control
(Gradinaru et al., 2009), appear to be most effective if their initial
direct target is afferent white matter tracts—an especially potent
focal way to modulate a large downstream structure as well as to
exert retrograde effects back at the cell bodies of tract origin.
Consistent with this afferent-tract targeting principle, recent
DBS protocols in humans have revealed potential therapeutic

Figure 2. Disease-Related Circuit-Targeting Demonstrations
(A and B) (A) Targeting thalamocortical neurons
and (B) hippocampal neurons with closed-loop
strategies to cause real-time interruption of EEGand behaviorally defined seizures (Paz et al., 2013;
Krook-Magnuson et al., 2013). (B, right) Depiction
of closed-loop setup wherein EEG inputs are used
to detect seizure onset, after which real-time inhibition can be administered through optogenetic
manipulation.
(C) Low-frequency DBS stimulation (60 Hz), in
contrast to traditional high-frequency stimulation
(130 Hz), results in significant amplification of subthalamic neural synchrony and alpha/beta band
power thought to underlie improved gait symptoms in Parkinson’s (Blumenfeld et al., 2015).
(D) Use of an alternative non-invasive approach
termed transcranial alternating current stimulation
(TACS) is depicted for stimulation of motor cortex;
guided by real-time readout of cortical oscillations
linked to tremor, TACS was found to result in significant cancellation of the resting-state tremor
(Brittain et al., 2013).
(E) 12 Hz optical stimulation was reported to produce robust LTD, whereas 12 Hz electrical stimulation did not. The discrepancy in this study was
attributed to off-target recruitment of D1 receptors
by electrical stimulation, which impeded LTD; a
combination of low-frequency DBS together with
D1 antagonists provided reliable LTD and restoration of behavior in cocaine-seeking animals
(Creed et al., 2015).
(F) Optogenetic prelimbic cortical excitation
significantly prevented cocaine seeking in rats
(by compensating for hypoactivity observed in
cocaine-seeking rats), pointing to the prefrontal
cortex as a promising therapeutic target for
compulsive drug use (Chen et al., 2013a; Terraneo
et al., 2016).

value for supporting memory function by targeting structures
afferent to the hippocampus, such as the fornix (Fontaine
et al., 2013) or the entorhinal cortex (Suthana et al., 2012), but
not by attempting to target the entire elongate hippocampus
directly itself. In fact, at this time, a large-scale randomized clinical trial (NCT01608061) of DBS in the fornix is underway to
assess safety and efficacy at 1 year for memory improvement
in Alzheimer’s patients.
DBS for psychiatric disorders, including for treatment-resistant depression and obsessive compulsive disorder, has
recently witnessed a rapidly broadening potential application
domain, in which targeting of afferent white matter tracts again
may be most important (Mayberg et al., 2005; Ressler and Mayberg, 2007; reviewed in Deisseroth, 2014). Corresponding
larger-scale clinical trials are ongoing, but in all of these studies,
challenges are expected, as many questions remain unan-

swered regarding: (1) the most suitable
site for clinical efficacy; (2) spurious consequences of electrical stimulation, which
as described below (in contrast to optogenetic or other genetically targeted control methods; Figure 2), will directly recruit
off-target cells or passing fibers unrelated
to the target population or region (e.g.,
Creed et al., 2015); and (3) the likely need for individualized
targeting aligned to patient-specific wiring (for example, as assessed by MRI tractography) and to the specific dynamical
context of the patient (for example, as assessed by open-loop
or closed-loop detection of native activity patterns that might
span spatially segregated circuits and extended timescales).
Circuit targeting in the widespread and debilitating disease of
drug abuse, using not optogenetics itself but, rather, optogenetically guided treatment, has recently reached the clinic. DBS had
earlier been considered for the treatment of certain forms of drug
addiction, with much attention focused on the nucleus accumbens (NAc; a brain structure closely associated with reward
and abused drug action) and on the medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC)-NAc projection. While high-frequency DBS delivered to
NAc has in some cases been found to ameliorate drug-abuserelated symptoms acutely, the mechanism remained largely
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unknown and symptoms typically reappeared once stimulation
was stopped. Triggering long-term depression (LTD)-type synaptic plasticity in this projection (and hence lasting behavioral
benefit) was robust with optogenetic low-frequency stimulation
(LFS) in mice but more challenging with electrical LFS, thus frustrating efforts to define a simple clinically relevant electrical stimulation therapy. But a recent study reported that this discrepancy
between optogenetic and electrical effects might be attributable
to the additional recruitment (only with electrical stimulation) of
an off-target pathway recruiting dopamine type 1 (D1) receptors,
which was inhibiting LTD; consistent with this hypothesis, electrical low-frequency DBS together with the application of D1
antagonists to cocaine-adapted mice was able to provide
long-term restoration of normal behavior (Figure 2E; Creed
et al., 2015).
An earlier paper addressing a similar question (Chen et al.,
2013a) came to a different optogenetically inspired treatment
concept, which has now led to therapeutic clinical benefit, as reported in a published clinical trial outcome. In a rat model of
compulsive drug seeking, prolonged cocaine self-administration
decreased intrinsic excitability of deep-layer mPFC pyramidal
neurons, which was especially pronounced in compulsive
drug-seeking animals. Compensating for the hypoactivity of
these projection neurons with in vivo optogenetic mPFC stimulation prevented compulsive cocaine seeking, and the authors
suggested that this could represent ‘‘a promising therapy for
treating compulsive drug use’’ (Figure 2F; Chen et al., 2013a).
Recent clinical studies using TMS as the clinical interventional
tool now indeed suggest that stimulation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex reduces cocaine use in human cocaine abusers
(Terraneo et al., 2016; Ferenczi and Deisseroth, 2016) and curbs
cue-induced craving in human heroin addicts (Shen et al., 2016).
Potential causal brain-wide mechanisms for this effect have
been described (Ferenczi et al., 2016) and are discussed in
greater detail below.
Some of the most interesting optogenetic preclinical explorations relevant to neuropsychiatric disease have been in the field
of epilepsy. Closed-loop studies in mouse models of temporal
lobe epilepsy have shown that seizure onset can be detected in
real time and abolished by closed-loop optogenetic inhibition of
thalamocortical neurons (Figure 2A) or granule cells in dentate
gyrus (Figure 2B; Paz et al., 2013, Krook-Magnuson et al.,
2013) or by closed-loop optogenetic excitation of midline cerebellar parvalbumin neurons (Krook-Magnuson et al., 2014).
Closed-loop modulation of brain circuits (regardless of intervention modality) may be especially well suited for paroxysmal
conditions like epilepsy, although even chronic conditions such
as depression could, in principle, benefit from closed-loop control as the field continues to develop deeper knowledge of the
underlying causal dynamics and plasticity of affective brain
states.
Indeed, many types of clinical circuit targeting might also
leverage detection of local circuit activity patterns. For example,
while many patients with Parkinson’s disease have benefited
from high-frequency DBS stimulation, low-frequency 60 Hz stimulation (as compared with the more classical >100 Hz stimulation) may be well suited for amplifying resting state neural
synchrony in the STN with concomitant improvements in gait
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and speech, but not tremor (Figure 2C; Blumenfeld et al.,
2015). On the other hand, high-frequency stimulation is classically associated with alleviation of symptoms of tremor, but not
necessarily of gait or speech. This dichotomy therefore opens
the door to the intriguing possibility of circuit-dynamical ‘‘knock
in’’ and ‘‘knock out’’ of patient-specific resting-state synchrony
bands for highly precise symptom alleviation (Blumenfeld et al.,
2015). Other opportunities in Parkinson’s include minimally invasive and closed-loop strategies using transcranial ultrasound
(TUS) and transcranial alternating current stimulation (TACS)
for the treatment of tremor. Recent pilot work used a closedloop strategy to deliver TACS over motor cortex during tremor
to induce phase cancellation of tremor rhythm, with promising
results (Figure 2D; Brittain et al., 2013).
Outside the Brain
In addition to the domain of neuropsychiatric disease, there is
emerging interest in circuit targeting in oncology, in part for
deeper understanding of the cancer micro-environment. For
example, neocortical neuronal activity has recently been found
to promote the growth of malignant gliomas in a circuit-specific
manner through activity-regulated secretion of specific growth
factors (Venkatesh et al., 2015). Beyond the central nervous system, peripheral nerve circuit activity has been shown to
contribute to the progression of prostate (Magnon et al., 2013),
gastric (Zhao et al., 2014), pancreatic (Stopczynski et al.,
2014), and skin (Peterson et al., 2015) cancers.
With the advent of genetically resolved, bidirectional optogenetic modulation of peripheral nerves (e.g., Towne et al., 2013,
Iyer et al., 2014), opportunities exist for enhanced understanding
and treatment of other diseases originating outside of the brain,
including chronic pain, autoimmunity, and blindness (http://
clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02556736?term=optogenetics).
Yet as in the CNS, a primary goal may simply be fundamental
research rather than direct clinical application; any resulting optogenetically guided clinical intervention need not be optogenetic itself, and basic-science optogenetic investigations in
animals are already illuminating circuit-targeting therapies employing diverse electrical, optical, magnetic, and pharmacological modalities in the peripheral and autonomic as well as central
nervous systems.
Outlook for the Next Decade
Some of the most important growth into the future for fast
cellular-resolution, circuit-dynamical intervention will actually
be in the readout domain. Readout quality is crucial for circuit
targeting, in particular for (1) obtaining a particular known magnitude of desired response in the intended circuit elements, (2)
aligning the timing of a desired response in the intended circuit
elements to a naturally occurring activity pattern or to other
events, (3) closed-loop control to account in real time for shifting
brain state/response properties and to test models of system
function, and (4) tracking brain-wide relationships and activity
patterns, since the desired circuit response may involve both
local and global components.
In addressing the first two issues, matching desired magnitude
(Kim et al., 2016) and timing (Zalocusky et al., 2016) of activity in
deep-brain-targeted circuit elements corresponding to patterns

naturally observed in behavior has recently been achieved—a
long-sought goal in optogenetics. Kim et al. (2016) developed
frame-projected independent-fiber photometry (FIP) to precisely
deliver and match the magnitude of optogenetically evoked activity to that of naturally occurring activity in genetically targeted
circuitry deep in the brain of the same freely behaving mouse;
Zalocusky et al. (2016) likewise integrated fiber photometry
and optogenetics to precisely deliver and match the timing
of a naturally occurring activity signal within D2-receptor-expressing nucleus accumbens neurons of freely moving rats.
Regarding issue (3) (closed-loop) noted above, closed-loop
optogenetic control has taken major steps forward since the
initial work of Sohal et al. (2009), with the advent of increasingly
precise fluorescent, electrical, and behavioral system readouts,
as described above and recently reviewed (Grosenick et al.,
2015; Emiliani et al., 2015). Closed-loop systems involving one
or more of these readouts could ultimately become part of
advanced clinical interventions relevant to neuropsychiatric disease states.
Fourth, real-time brain-wide activity readout in the setting of
optogenetic control has been possible since 2010 (Lee et al.,
2010; Desai et al., 2011; Gerits et al., 2012), and recently Ferenczi et al. (2016) used this clinically relevant global readout (optogenetic fMRI, or ofMRI) in awake rats to identify and quantify
brain-wide indirect consequences of accurate direct targeting
of a small and discrete cortex region, with resulting insights
into the adaptive and maladaptive regulation of hedonic behaviors in the very same experimental subjects. Focal and subtle
modulations were found to change the state of the entire brain,
including the manner in which diverse distant brain regions interacted with each other (Ferenczi et al., 2016), revealing potent
mechanisms by which natural processes such as neuromodulation or attention might be able to give rise to global brain-state
changes with behavioral significance. Importantly, the temporal
flexibility of optogenetic methods allows these effects to be elicited and studied on any acute or chronic timescale from milliseconds to many days or more (Berndt et al., 2009; Goshen
et al., 2011; Yizhar et al., 2011; Ahmari et al., 2013; Ferenczi
et al., 2016) while maintaining precision of direct control over
the same correctly targeted circuit elements. The broad temporal versatility unique to optogenetic control is also particularly
useful when combined with brain activity measurements that
span both acute and chronic timescales. This enables, for
instance, the study of adaptive circuit dynamics across the
intact brain and tuning interventions to match activity patterns
naturally observed during behavior in the same individual; this
principle might be extended beyond fMRI to freely moving
brain-spanning modalities such as multisite fiber photometry
(FIP; Kim et al., 2016) or miniaturized positron emission tomography (PET; Schulz et al., 2011).
Ongoing success with optogenetically guided therapeutic interventions (e.g., Terraneo et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2016; Ferenczi
and Deisseroth, 2016) will encourage further innovative uses of
circuit knowledge. However, as with any other therapy, a single
circuit-targeting treatment may not be applicable to every patient
suffering from a particular symptom domain or disorder. Personalized circuit diagnostics, through the use of biomarkers in the
form of structural or functional readouts, will be valuable for opti-

mizing individual safety and efficacy and for guiding treatment
decisions. Benefits of circuit targeting may be further complemented by molecular diagnostics and therapeutics as well;
indeed, circuit-guided identification and intervention targeted
to molecular, transcriptional, or genomic/epigenomic features
(Koester and Insel, 2016) that are causal to observed circuit
dynamics and behavior will develop alongside advances
in protein-based biologics and nucleic acid (e.g., siRNAs,
CRISPR-Cas9) interventions. Such molecular circuit-targeting
strategies may further leverage advanced cellular-resolution
intact-tissue analyses in the laboratory. For example, once a projection or population activity pattern is identified as causally
important for a specific symptom or behavior, high-content
structural information (Chung et al., 2013; Dodt et al., 2007; Ertürk
et al., 2012; Hama et al., 2015; Kuwajima et al., 2013; Tomer et al.,
2014, 2015), protein-expression data (Chung et al., 2013, Murray
et al., 2015; Renier et al., 2014; Susaki et al., 2014; Yang et al.,
2014), and transcriptional readouts (Sylwestrak et al., 2016) can
be collected to provide molecular leverage on causal circuit elements, and in laboratory animals, such data streams may even be
registered at cellular resolution to the same intact volume on
which activity dynamics were recorded and controlled.
Important molecular information relevant for circuit targeting
will also emerge from clinical genetics, just as clinical genetics
may influence pharmacological intervention (e.g., Le Clerc et
al., 2015; Hodgson et al., 2016; Trivedi et al., 2016), and the coming decade is certain to witness ongoing identification of genes
linked to neuropsychiatric disease (e.g., McCarroll et al., 2014;
Schizophrenia Working Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 2014). This accelerating genetic data stream will be
powerfully enhanced by understanding of the circuits involved
in causal processes leading from genes to behavior. Bidirectional information flow (both using circuit-dynamical knowledge
for mechanistic insight into influences of genes and molecules
on behavior and using genetics knowledge and tools to guide interventions and diagnostics relevant to causal circuit-activity
deficits) may further advance the broad goal of linking patient
genotype to disease phenotype via circuit dynamics. On long
timescales, as engineered interfaces and multimodal energy-delivery technologies improve in targetability, efficacy, and safety,
concomitant improvements in the design of clinical trials will
increasingly need to include tailored recruitment of patients
with shared circuit etiology (e.g., through the use of biomarker
sets that jointly represent circuit genetics and physiology). It
will also be important to improve the design and alignment of
treatment and placebo arms, as well as clinical endpoint nature
and timing, in order to ensure that the intended circuit targets
are, in fact, engaged with maximal potency and specificity.
Diverse circuit-targeting interventional strategies (using tissue-penetrating energy delivery and cellular-resolution receptor/transducer targeting, as with optogenetics; Figure 1) will
also continue to evolve, with refinements likely to include improvements in temporal resolution, spatial resolution, sensitivity,
local side effect profile, and other issues. In their eventual mature
forms, diverse energy-delivery modalities may have the potential
to complement optogenetics in providing a broad palette of flexible and multiplexed neural circuit control tools to help guide and
implement clinical interventions, following and building upon the
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optogenetic principle of targeting a single-component receptor/
actuator to specific cells in order to confer real-time responsivity
to exogenous pulses of information. Immediate or near-future
opportunities for targeting clinically relevant circuits (based on
principled predictions from animal studies) now already include:
(1) developing concomitant pharmacological (Figure 2E) or
behavioral-stimulus interventions to be used synergistically
with currently available brain interventions; (2) developing and
leveraging potential long-term plasticity effects of available stimulation modalities for more lasting benefit; (3) improving patientspecific localization of interventions with individualized anatomy
and open-loop activity mapping; and (4) implementing online
data acquisition and analysis pipelines to enable closed-loop interventions. And as with so many fields of medicine, for neuropsychiatric diseases, the most crucial process (now and likely
for many decades to come) will be the ongoing basic science
discovery of key principles in the laboratory.
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